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Timeless Sophistication: Samuel & Sons Presents
The Kensington Collection
NOVEMBER 2012 (New York, NY) – Samuel & Sons, the premier passementerie

tradition in the interior design community, introduces Kensington, a classically
detailed trim line that challenges the traditional expectations through intricate
braiding and twenty fresh color combinations.
“With every collection we introduce, the goal is to provide a unique design solution
for our clients that speaks to their aesthetic and lifestyle sensibilities,” explains
Michael Cohen, President of Samuel & Sons. “With our spring line, we embrace their
penchant for a contemporary color palette as well as offer products that reflect how
they live.”
The Kensington collection evokes sophistication incorporating a visual vernacular
reminiscent of old-world luxury. The central pattern of this line is a plush, hand-tied
Onion Tassel Fringe composed of triple layer strié tassels strung from a strikingly
dimensional header. The collection also includes the 2.5” Kensington Braid, an
intricately woven, graceful jacquard braid that weaves four flat strands in a
contemporary pattern on a tape ground. The result is a textured, three-dimensional
look. The onion fringe makes an impressive appearance in the Double Tassel Tieback.
The fringe hangs boldly over the bouillon fringe skirt and embellished with velvet
ruche. The ¼” vertical stripe Kensington Cordedge offers the perfect subtle
complement to the line. Kensington's timeless twenty toned color palette spans pale
silvery greys, earthier walnut and terracotta tones, soft hues of petal pink and orchid,
and meadow-fresh greens.
The Kensington collection from Samuel & Sons is available in the New York flagship
showroom and the Chicago showroom in the famous Merchandise Mart as well as in
fine showrooms throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia, New
Zealand and the Middle East.
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For information and locations, please visit Samuel and Sons at
www.samuelandsons.com or call 212.704.8000.
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